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When Xu Yourong was studying medicine overseas, she had already

paid attention to the development of domestic affairs, so when she

knew that there had been a genius doctor Lin in China, she tried to

frustrate the famous western doctors and revitalize China.

She should regard the genius doctor Lin as her idol!

In her eyes, only such a man of vigor can be called a real man!

Therefore, a large part of the reason why she came back to apply for

the job this time was because she wanted to be closer to her idol.

But she didn’t know that the idol she was thinking of was the brother-

in-law she despised!

Seeing Xu Yourong’s sincerity, Zhang Jianjun couldn’t bear to refuse,

but said:

“I can help you introduce, but the doctor Lin Shenlong sees the head

and the end, and I can’t find him for the time being. It will take a

while!”

Zhang Jianjun is still not sure what the relationship between Lin Fan

and Xu Yourong is, so he has to ask Lin Fan to talk about this matter.

Hear the words!

Xu Yourong’s expression suddenly became a little lost, but since Zhang

Jianjun had agreed, it was only a matter of time before seeing his idol.

When Xu Yourong walked out of the interview room, her face was full

of smiles, which can be said to be full of spring breeze.

Successfully applied to become a supervisor and got the qualification

to see her idol again. She estimated that she would wake up from sleep

tonight.

just!

Only then did he step out of Washington Pharmaceuticals, and Xu

Yourong’s originally good mood suddenly became terrible.

Because she saw a man leaning on the edge of the car, smoking a

cigarette bored!

Lin Fan!

For this guy, Xu Yourong is not pleasing to the eye!

A man, with hands and feet, actually depends on eating soft food to

make a living, let his wife go outside to suffer and suffer, but he is an

uncle at home!

After being exposed, he still scornfully said that he had contributed a

lot, and even said that the reason why his wife is today is because of

him.

It’s disgusting!

“Why are you still here? Didn’t you let you go?”

Xu Yourong strode up, saying in a bad tone.

Lin Fan smacked his tongue secretly, if it wasn’t for Bai Yi’s request, the

ghost would be willing to be a slave here for you.

He just wanted to explain, but Xu Yourong didn’t give him this

opportunity at all. He pulled the car door and sat on it. At the same

time, he ordered Lin Fan:

“Get in the car, I don’t want my new colleagues to know that I am with

a soft rice king.”

Lin Fan gave a wry smile, this woman’s mouth is really so acrimonious

no matter when and where.

The two parties went to a restaurant, but it was more of a mansion

than a restaurant!

In fact, this is indeed a mansion. It used to be a residence of Lord

Belle, but was later bought at a high price and became a high-class

private club.

And the one that paid for the acquisition was naturally Washington

Pharmaceuticals.

Here, it can be said that it has become a canteen of Washington

Pharmaceuticals, and employees can get a 20% discount on

consumption here!

“This place is called Tingchaoge. If it weren’t for me, you’re afraid you

wouldn’t be qualified to come here for dinner in your entire life!”

“This is the gap between you and people like us!”

Xu Yourong said condescendingly, wanting to use this to make Lin Fan

retreat.

But Lin Fan is still a dead pig, not afraid of boiling water, and even

feels a little bit to laugh!

“Hello, do you have a membership card?”

Then Yingbin asked Xu Yourong and Lin Fan respectfully.

Xu Yourong took out the gold card that Zhang Jianjun had just given

her and handed it to Miss Yingbin.

There is a membership system for consumption here, and the higher

the level, the better the treatment you can enjoy. It is said that the

highest-level diamond card can enter the residence of Belle Lord.

Such honors can only be enjoyed by the major shareholders of

Washington Pharmaceuticals and the great doctor Lin.

“Please, please!”

The welcoming lady respectfully led Xu Yourong and Lin Fan into it.

Little did they know how long it took them to enter this Tingchao

Pavilion before they were noticed by the general manager Wang

Zuyuan.

Naturally, she was also a senior executive of Washington

Pharmaceuticals, and was ordered to manage the Tingchao Pavilion.

Seeing that Lin Fan, a super boss, came, she suddenly got out of her

car nervously.

Then he walked quickly in the direction Lin Fan was going, his

expression was obviously extremely nervous.

“forest…”

When Wang Zuyuan stood still in front of Lin Fan and was about to

call Mr. Lin, she was stopped by Lin Fan’s eyes.
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